
Due to its unique oscillating motion also ideal for cutting,
where round and rotating saw blades cannot be used. Made in
Europe.

Delta sander OZI/E
Small yet efficient: For grinding surfaces in very tight spots, e.g. corners, sides and inaccessible
areas. With hook and loop fastening for quick abrasive change.

Head of die-cast zinc, ensuring exact and stable housing for the moving parts.
Sanding area 65 x 65 x 65mm with gummed pads allows quick changing.

The oscillating motion ensures quiet operation and allows with the available accessories also for cutting and plunge
cutting. Insert and file! The variable speed facility ensures the correct speed for every material. Special, balanced, low
noise DC motor with high life expectancy. Main housing of glass-fibre reinforced POLYAMIDE. Supplied with an HSS
plunge saw blade (width 14mm) and 10 each sanding pads of 80, 150 and 240 grit. In an attractive case.

The heart of our MICROMOT precision tools for 230V: the direct current (DC) special motor.

Technical data:
230V. 80W. Sanding frequency of 5,000 - 12,000rpm. Length 230mm. Weight 550g. Insulated to class 2.

NO 28 520

See us on YouTube!
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An HSS plunge saw blade (width 14mm) is included.
For square precision cuts in wood, plastics and aluminium.

Video OZI/E

The oscillating motion ensures lack of vibration and kickback and allows the fitting of cutting blades too!

Note:
The self-adhesive sanding pads ensure quick changing and optimum usage. Simply remove and rotate
through 120° for a fresh corner.

Storage case of high-grade polypropylene. Attractive design, very sturdy and large enough to put the machine back in the
case after completing work, without having to "fumble". A label on the side identifies the contents.
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Sanding pads for OZI/E
High durability corundum (aluminium oxide) pads. Grain filled with special filler to prevent
premature clogging. Deposited on special backing paper. Self-adhesive.

NO 28 891 80 grit 25 pieces
NO 28 893 150 grit 25 pieces
NO 28 895 240 grit 25 pieces

HSS cutting blade for OZI/E
Oscillates, making it ideal for cutting metal, wood, PC cards,
plastics, plaster of Paris and many other materials. The
segment cut facilitates exact cutting right into corners.

NO 28 900 Ø 65mm, 160 teeth

Diamond cutting blade for OZI/E
Operation as described above for the HSS blade. Cuts marble, bricks, dry walling and many other
materials. Ideal for interior finishing and sanitary and electrical installation.

NO 28 902 Ø 65mm

HSS immersion saw blades for OZI/E
For exact square excavations and other forms. For making hatchways and windows in ship and
aircraft models. Cuts wood, plywood and plastics. Max. immersion depth 16mm.

NO 28 897 Saw blade width 8mm
NO 28 898 Saw blade width 14mm
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